
 
 

EXPERIENCES IN LIBRARY DIGITAL LENDING  
(NON-EXHAUSTIVE LIST) 

 
 

DENMARK  
Ereolen.dk 

ebog.dk 

Ebib.dk  
FINLAND 

Pilot project - Next Media, a tivit programme (FIN)  (From Helsinki notes) 
FRANCE  

Cairn  
Cyberlibris  
IZNEO 
NUMILOG 
The PNB Project 

GERMANY  
Divibib 
Public Library Online (UK service launched by Bloomsbury) is also available in Germany. 

ITALY 
Media Library Online 
Casalini 

NETHERLANDS 
Bibliotheek.nl (pilot) 
Unnamed project (email from David Martijn) 

NORWAY 
The Norwegian Association of Publishers - Biblioteksentralen AL 

POLAND 

ibuk.pl ( 
PWN “e-book.pl”  

SPAIN 
Libranda  
OdiloTK  
XeBook 

SWEDEN  
eLib 

UK  
Public Library Online 
Ebrary 
Overdrive 

 
 
 
 



 
 

BELGIUM (FLANDERS) 
 
 

De Bib (pilot) 

 
Project group: Flemish government 
Lending practicalities: 400 e-books available, available on the App store and Android app on Google Play. 
Use of an e-book card with a value of 5 euros to pick up in your library.  
Download the app, log in, give the code to be found on your e-book card, choose an e-book. 
3 e-books available with one voucher, the loan of 1 e-book entitles you to keep the e-book for four weeks. 
Payment model: 5 euros, 3 e-books 
Other information:  

- 1 pilot year 
  



DENMARK  
 
 

Ereolen.dk  

 
Project group: Denmark’s two largest publishers and some local libraries  
Lending practicalities:   
Originally: 30 days download with the right to reloan for 30 days 

Now: streaming 

Payment model: Price according to agreements. Libraries pay for every e-book loaned. Clickmodel 

meaning payment pr. downloan 

 
Other information:  

- 96 libraries 
- 99% of the population 
- Agreement originally entered into force on 1 November 2011 and lasts for one year.  
- The website was developed and is owned by the libraries 
- Covers lending of Danish trade e-books – about 100 publishers participate, 3200 titles available 
- e-books can be read on several devices including the iPad; It is planned that in the future there 

should be apps available. 
- Free access to read 3% of the book. 
- DRM protection is used (no printing, no copying) 
- Libraries pay for every e-book lent out. The price starts at 18.50 DKR pr. click and falls to 16.50 

DKR per click when the libraries have lent out more than 145,000 e-books. Books that are older 
than one year range between 15 DKR and 13 DKR 

- There will be a “buy” button on the webpage. However, this has been tested by some 
booksellers so the plan is on hold 

     E-books are considered free 
Very little or no incentive to buy 
No friction 
No limits except the economy of the library 
Titles are chosen centrally  

 
Notes:  
Everything is avaible. The loaners define the loans 
Very convenient. No queueThe library service has been extremely popular so the publishers have 
experienced an immense increase in e-book lending whereas the commercial market only has grown very 
little. The situation calls for more restrictions on the library lending.  

The Danish PA has had talks with the Danish competition authorities. Since June, it started to renegotiate 
the general terms but libraries refused to negotiate an Overdrive type of model. Since 1 November, 
Danish large publishing houses refused to participate in eReolen because of the cannibalisation of the 
front list and the bestsellers 
 
Therefore ereolen.dk: 

 Blocks the development of the commercial e-book market 



 Blocks the development of new business models 
 
 

 

ebog.dk 

 
Project group: Public-private partnership between Dansk BiblioteksCenter (Danish Library Centre) and 
some of the biggest book publishing houses in Denmark. 
Lending Practicalities: Loans for one week, after which access to the file laspes. Access can be remote or 
in the library. Loans can be renewed (library must pay again). The system keeps track of every individual 
title and libraries can access loaning statistics; they can select the titles they want to make available and 
they have various options to limit access and loaning by their users (weekly, monthly, yearly).  
Payment model: Libraries that subscribe to the service pay a one time access fee based on the number of 
potential users and then make payments for each book visualised by their users (pay-per-view); the 
conditions offered to libraries allow an 8 day loan at 10% of the book’s selling price, which constitutes a 
65% discount on the conditions normally applied to printed books (7 day loan and 20% of the retail price). 
Renewals prompt another payment. Libraries can set a limit to their total expenditure with ebog.dk (again 
by different time frameworks) in order not to deplete their acquisition budget too quickly. Such budget, 
for a mid-sized library, can be around 500€ per month; typical limitations allow users to borrow 10 to 15 
books per month. 65% of the revenue from loans goes to publishers and the rest is kept by ebog.dk; 
around half of the total revenues of ebog.dk come from the library model.  
Other information:  
- Ebog.dk has established itself as a content aggregator building strong relationships with many 

publishers, private and professional customers as well as university libraries and public libraries. 
- Was established after winning a tender issued by the Danish Publishers Association for a digital 

store and library that enabled e-books from many different publishers to be bought, rented or 
borrowed.  

- It hosts, distributes and sells e-books adopting different technical solutions according to the access 
models of its customers, online reading or download.  

- Currently, some 100 Danish publishers, large and small, provide their titles to the platform. Some 
1,500 Danish titles are available; at first they were only academic titles, mainly for middle and high 
grade education, but now also the trade sector is growing. Non-fiction titles are prevalent, but 
fiction offer will be increased soon since an e-reader is going to be launched on the Danish market 
and ebog.dk needs to prepare for the competition.  

- Recently, some 20,000 titles from international publishers have been added to the catalogue, from 
some of the main academic and STM publishers (Wiley, Reed Elsevier, Taylor&Francis, etc.); these 
are titles that have been deemed as very relevant for students and libraries. 

- Users can search the website and see book titles, covers, metadata and a brief extract, according to 
the publishers’ wishes; in some cases it is also possible to view the index and a sample, but not 
parts of the actual book. A full-text search can be performed, as well as relying on metadata and 
keywords (including those issued by the National Library when e-books are registered as part of the 
legal deposit obligations; books available at ebog.dk also appear in the National Library system). 

- Whenever a book is borrowed from a library, a link to a bookstore appears as well that allows 
buying the book. 

 
 

 



Ebib.dk  

 
Project group: - 
Lending Practicalities: License model, the libraries own the licenses => Libraries choose what titles to 
offer, with one licence they can loan to four users, but can only make one download at a time (i.e. 1 user 
per title at any given time, after 4 loans must get new licence). 30 days streaming access 
Payment model: Price follows the market price of the title. The price of one license will normally be the 
net-price which is the publishers sales price excl. VAT and trader profit. The publisher can also set a 
specifik library price. Average price pr. downloan: 2,08 euro (not pr. license!) (9,52 euro – 0,13 euro). 
Other information: 

- 64 libraries 
- 60% of the population 
- Some friction 
- Risk of queue 
- Possible for libraries to limit the number of volumes 
- Possible for individual libraries to choose the titles 
- The book will be opened in an online-reader that can be used on PC, MAC, Tablets (iPad og 

Android) and smartphones. Apps are available for offline use 
- Inter-urban loans are possible 
- Reading group licences possible 
- 4400 titles (April 2013) Entire trade catalogue of publishers involved 6500 titles 

 
  



FINLAND 
 

Pilot project - Next Media, a tivit programme (FIN)   

 
Project group: publishers and library organisations, pilot project with Helsinki area libraries 
Lending Practicalities: Licence allows one person to loan a book at a time (1 book, 1 lend). May 
incorporate download and streaming (Download to own device: Customer must have Adobe ID and 
reading software (Bluefire Reader), strong technical protection (one chapter in uploading and then 
disappear): no programme to download, easy. Streaming: Internet connection is needed nearly all the 
time, only two chapters are loaded on the device, reading on browser, no extra software needed, easy to 
use.)Two ways of reading e-books from libraries.  
1/ Download on device, Adobe content server => Adobe Digital Editions or Adobe Reader Mobile SDK 
2/ Read in browser, HTML content server => Reader Web App 
The Next Media platform is also available in English 
Library licensing model: 

Model 1: Valid for 1 year, 1 loan at a time, illimited number of loans 
Model 2: Valid for 1 year, illimited number of loans at the same time, limited to a 100 loans 
Model 3: Valid for a half year or a full year, limited to 20 loans at the same time, illimited number 
of loans 

It is the know-how of publishers to select the model and price of e-books 
It is the know-how of libraries to select the right model for the purchasing of e-books 
Payment model: unknown 
Other information:  

- An industry-driven innovation programme 
- Led by Sanoma 
- Total budget of 34 million euros for 4 years 
- Based on the sector strategy “Making the media sector a winner” 
- Unique cooperation in the world between publishers, libraries, system providers, research 

institutes 
- In Finland publishers are working closely with library organisations to find win-win-win solution 

(publisher-library-reader). The pilot project is going on with Helsinki area libraries. It is testing 
readers’ response to different kind of lending models as well as how the money moves from 
libraries to publishers and in the end how authors get their share. The model is one acquire e-
books through a licence means that library can lend it to one person at the time. They expect to 
develop a standard system for the whole country in which individual library can acquire e-book 
licences from individual publisher. 

- Streaming or Adobe DRM, first more used but balanced in the end. 
- Customer feedback: overwhelming positive, wish to have more e-books (36 books only), those 

reading read library e-books are willing to buy e-books 
- 2014: Commercial activity to publishers 

 
Notes:  Authors’ associations have been informed on the way and publishers have had seminars for their 
own authors 
The ”workflow” of ebooks from publishers to libraries has to be automatic:  
Automatic creation of metadata 



Interfaces between different systems are needed: from publisher to distributors/retailers and to  libraries 
(in Finland there is several library systems in use)  
Of all book sales fiction ebooksis about 1,5% 
 
  



FRANCE  
 
There are about ten actors. The problem is too few e-books (less than 2%: 600 000 available books for 16 
000 e-books). French commercially available books: +/- 670.000 titles 
French commercially available e-books: +/- 120.000 titles => 18% of available books are also available as e-
books 
 In 2013, there were in France 15% of e-book readers 
In 2013, digital sales are about 1,4% of the trade market 
Iznéo + Cairn + Cyberlibris + l’Harmathèque… = 40.000 titles including foreign books 
France is the only country with booksellers in the e-lending process 
New business model: BiblioAccess. BiblioAccess gives the choice to libraries to buy the books directly to 
booksellers.  
 

Cairn www.cairn.info 

 
Project group: launched in 2005 by 4 Belgian and French publishers, website developed specifically for the 
project. Aggregator: Cairn.info, publishers: PUF, De Boeck, Gallimard, Le Seuil, Editions de Minuit, 
La Découverte, Armand Colin, Dalloz, L’Harmattan, La Documentation française, Les Belles Lettres, etc. 
French National Library, Liège University library. Project aimed at public and educational libraries. The 
project includes digitization of books 
Lending Practicalities: Unlimited access. Loan duration: 1 civil year in general, but it can be longer, given 
that the subscription price depends on the duration of the license. 2/3 of the journals collections are 
proposed for free in general (depending on each journal choice) as well as books introduction and of 
course all metadata. A usage-based model, in which libraries are also proposed to get unlimited access. An 
administrative fee is paid in the first year, after the first year the fee is calculated by multiplying the 
usage  observed the year before by a fixed cost per use and adding an administrative flat fee. An on-
demand access mechanism is managed and supervised by the library itself; Users request content, the 
library then validates their request from a pre-paid amount retained by the library. Any Internet browser 
(HTML) and any PDF reader.  Article/ chapters reading in HTML or PDF format.  
Payment model: Annual licensing for generic or thematic packages of publications, giving rights to 
unlimited access possibilities for the libraries’ members. Prices for public libraries licences depend on the 
number of publications in the package, the number of inhabitants and the GDP per inhabitant in that 
country. Subscription to “bouquets” of e-journals/ e-books or title by title purchase for e-books. 
Other information:  

- Covers e-books (In copyright: commercially available) and e-journals (In copyright: 
commercially available) 

- Material is covered from 2001 onwards 
- In 2014, 400 journals and 4.000 e-books 
- Covers academic and non-fiction works 
- No protection measures in place 
- All e-books and journals distributed by Cairn are stored by Cairn 
- Monthly usage statistics are available for subscribing libraries 
- On site or off site access possible 
- French language, dealing with humanities and social sciences.  
- In 2012, more than 300 journals and 3 000 e-books from around 100 French, Belgian and Swiss 

major publishers are gathered on the platform enabling libraries to propose the access to more 
than 200 000 current journals articles / book chapters in full-text.  

http://www.cairn.info/


- Cairn has steadily experimented models for individuals and for libraries, that have now enabled 
hundreds of libraries in more than 60 countries to propose access to the content gathered on 
Cairn.info for their publics, including a growing number of public libraries 

 
 

Cyberlibris  

Project group: Aggregator aimed at public, educational and corporate libraries. For all types of e-books 
Lending Practicalities: Full time access online but no download. Simultaneous multi-user, unlimited access 
(no loan limited duration), online streaming (all you can eat institutional subscription). Login and access 
monitoring are the protection measures in place. Available on any type of computer and tablets. Every 
page read online is monitored and accounted for 
Payment model: 10 pages are allowed for free. Through a fixed sum subscription fee (which varies 
depending on the type of customer and the package purchased), access is granted to an online library, full 
time, with no limitations (printing is permitted as well) and a range of tools (search, tagging, creating 
personal bookshelves, etc.). The underlying idea is to reinterpret the concept of library online in order to 
monetise content not by selling books one by one but by selling access to a service. The service was 
initially aimed at business schools; they would pay an institutional subscription based on the size of their 
potential audience (students, researchers, etc.). The fee for institutional subscription averages around 
30,000€ per year, for a mid-sized institution with some 1,000 users; the fee does not depend on the 
number of books available. The mechanism has been extended to launch experimentations targeting 
individual subscribers, who can get access to thematic collections of books (most of them between 100-
odd and 200-odd titles) for as little as 1 to 2.5€ per month. Users can therefore create their own digital 
bookshelf, always available online. 
There is also a model recently experimented in some regions of France for local public libraries; the 
mechanism is the same as the academic one, with the library paying a fixed fee based on the number of its 
users and its users getting access to collections of books. Due to the different kind of books made 
available to libraries, cheaper than the ones involved in the academic model, fees in this case are quite 
lower. 
Other information: 

- Start date 2003 
- The project does not include the digitisation of books 
- Over 33.000 titles available and still growing, covering all categories of work  
- One website developed per each type of user 

Publishers and authors from France, Africa, USA, UK, Canada, Belgium, Singapore, Portugal, Spain, South 

America etc ... 

files are stored on cyberlibris own servers 

One of the motives underlying the creation of the service was to regain the market for academic and 

STM publications that was being lost due to illegal photocopying.  

- The online-only choice was made due to the many unresolved questions raised when 
considering a download model, especially on behalf of publishers: the pricing, format, DRM 
systems, managing updates, etc. 

- Some 10 to 12,000 titles are available at the moment in particular in the STM sector, and the 
number keeps growing, from around 300 publishers at the international level (US, Canada, UK, 
France, etc.). 



- Cyberlibris has a market on an international scale; it is active in France, Belgium, the UK and it 
is planning to offer targeted services in Sweden and Spain soon. Its subscribers through the 
academic model are around 100,000 (students, researchers and professors of the schools 
involved), plus thousands of individual customers. 

Notes: Cyberlibris is not a project, but a sustainable commercial undertaking. 
 

IZNEO 

Project group: Joint platform. Sponsored by Izneo (distributor, the leading European digital comics, 
graphic novels and manga platform) and publishers (more than 30). Project aimed at educational and 
public libraries. It covers e-books of all types and does not include de digitisation of books 
Lending Practicalities: Rental or purchase via streaming. More recently, Izneo launched a specific offer for 
public libraries based on licence providing an unlimited access to 3.000 e-books within the premises of the 
libraries. The book can be read only within the library premises. Simultaneous multi-user, unlimited access 
and online streaming. Files are read through the Izneo player, users just need a web browser in order to 
read the files. There is no loan, the user can immediately read the book, thanks to streaming 
Payment model: e-books can be rented (from 1.99€) or purchased (reading via streaming, from 4.99€). 
Internet users can also flip through the first 5 pages of each comic book for free. This offer adapted for 
reading online is also available via online booksellers. Publishers receive the rights and share them with 
the authors. Izneo receives the payment and gives publishers their rights.  
Other information: 

- The offer exists since June 2011 and a website was specifically developed 
- Launched in March 2010 with 600 digital comic books.  
- More than 5700 titles available. Adult fiction, children(s literature, non-fiction) 
- Involves French, English, Spanish and Belgian authors and publishers 
- The embedded player protects the files 
- The files are stored on Izneo platform 
- Izneo offers the possibility to libraries to edit their own statistics within a certain period. Today it 

includes more than 2.000 titles of 19 comic book publishers and is being enriched each month of 
a hundred additional titles.  

 

NUMILOG 

Project group: Numilog is an e-book aggregator; its role is that of a commercial distributor of copyrighted 
books in electronic format on behalf of their right owners. The main services it offers are the storage, 
protection and delivery of e-books on behalf of publishers and the connection of publishers with the retail 
channels. Public and educational libraries are covered by the project. No digitisation of books 
Lending Practicalities: Single user and simultaneous multi-user, unlimited access, online download, online 
streaming and on-site download. Loan to patrons with check out periods chosen by the library and short 
time online accesses 
 Individual users can: download single e-books per title, purchase single chapters, purchase 
packages of e-books, read online (either permanent or temporary access). A subscription model is in the 
pipeline. 
 Libraries can choose to loan books (one user per title; time limited loans; DRM; no 
download) or go for a subscription model where in this case, e-books are made available on an annual 



basis to the library, allowing for them to be simultaneously accessed by up to 3 users. Access can be read 
online or download (time limited with DRM)  
Through online download or streaming, the book can be read on computers, Ipad and e-Ink reading 
devices 
The duration of the loans to patrons is chosen by the library 
When titles are downloaded by readers, DRM systems ensure files are only usable for a limited amount of 
time 
Adobe Content Server 4 for download 
Depending on the economic model, the number of simultaneous accesses or of total accesses may be 
limited 
Payment model: Excerpts are free for viewing online for all titles. Several models are proposed: purchase, 
subscription fee, on a title by title basis, on a package basis.  
 For individuals, purchase (download) is at a price that is usually between 15 and 30% lower 
than that of the printed version for STM works, and 10-15% lower for literature (the decision on pricing 
lies with publishers anyway; some choose not to practice any price differentiation with respect to the 
printed versions). For single chapter purchases some promotional offers associate the free access to a 
chapter of a book and the subsequent purchase of the entire work at a discount. For purchase packages of 
e-books (by the same author, or on a common topic) these may be at a discount. To read online, 
permanent access is at the same price as the purchase, but without download, or time-limited access 
starting from one hour as a minimum, is at the price of 0,50 or 1€. Other options are available, with 
different prices depending on their duration, but not linked to the selling price of the book.  
 Another model is being planned, the offer of subscriptions to collections of work for a 
limited time at a yearly fee. One more possibility being considered is a link between printed and electronic 
versions: for example, the offer of a discount on the e-book for purchasers of a printed copy. 
  For libraries, they can buy single titles and provide access to them for their users (loan 
model) or go for the subscription where e-books are made available on an annual basis at a fee 
corresponding to the selling price of the book, but they can be lent up to 3 simultaneous accesses. 
Independently from the access model chosen by libraries, they can in turn provide their users with two 
different ways of accessing e-books: reading online or downloading the files, in which case DRM systems 
ensure files are only usable for a limited amount of time. The library model accounts for nearly half of 
Numilog’s revenues. 
 Another model will be implemented in the near future: libraries - in particular 
academic/university libraries with larger budgets than public ones - will be able to subscribe to thematic 
e-book collections and offer unlimited access to their student; a periodical fee will be charged for the 
entire package. 
The aggregator may sell directly to libraries then pay publishers 
E-book sellers may sell to libraries then pay aggregator who then pay the publishers 
Other information: 

- Start of the project in 2003; a website was specifically developed for this project 
- The Numilog e-lending offer exists since 2006 
- Now used by 135 libraries  
- 70.000 titles including French, English, Spanish and Portuguese books 
- Covers e-books (In copyright, commercially available and out of commerce) and e-audiobooks (In 

copyright, commercially available and out of commerce) 
- All categories of work are covered 
- The authors and publishers involved are French, Belgian, Spanish, Portuguese, Canadian, English, 

American 
- Files are stored on the Numilog’s servers 
- Usage is tracked by DRM and tracks of the links sent from our servers for downloads, by 

monitoring uses of our online reader for online accesses.   
 



Notes:  Numilog is not a project, but a living commercial enterprise. It proposes this offer to libraries since 
2003 and it is a success, libraries are globally happy of it because: They propose several kind of 
commercial models and a large offer (60.000 titles+), the number of libraries using it is growing from year 
to year. The main future challenges are interoperability with other catalogues, of titles and the 
development of the end-users usages, which depends of several factors, such as more formation of 
librarians for explaining the offer. 
 

The PNB Project (Prêt  Numérique en Bibliothèques) 

Project group: Offered by Dilicom (interprofessional electronic data exchange company, limited 
company based in Paris), a limited company in Paris. 30 organisations: French and Belgian booksellers, 
libraries and academic, publishers. A system based on web services transactions between libraries, 
booksellers, e-distributors. Stakeholders: 11 booksellers, 7 suppliers, 11 libraries, service providers 
Lending practicalities: Read on line (in situ or ex situ), or read after have downloading an ePub or PDF 
file (with DRM). In the case of downloaded files there are a fixed number of simultaneous accesses, a 
fixed number of loans and a maximum lending time-limit.  In the case of online access, there can be a 
fixed number of simultaneous accesses, access is available as long as the above downloaded file limits 
haven’t been reached or the licence time-limit has not been exceeded. Online access (in situ or ex situ) 
exclusively, by subscription to n titles chosen from the publisher’s catalogue. The offers are defined by 
publishers and may provide for a time-limited licence (one or two years), a number of simultaneous 
accesses, a number of lendings and a maximum time-limited of lending.  The number of simultaneous 
accesses, the number and duration of loans are defined by libraries. The e-lending offer is presented to 
the user directly on the library website.  
Payment method: Depends on publisher offer 
Other information: 

- Purchase of e-books by libraries via their booksellers 
- Libraries and booksellers working together 
- Searchable database,  metadata in ONYX format 
- Kick off: 23th August 2012. Implementation (1st group Booksellers & Libraries) : May– 

September 2013. First evaluation: October 2013 – existing since 2014 
- A growing offer, today 7.000 available in French. Tomorrow with the Hachette/Numilog 

catalogue, 20.000 titles available   
- The program is now used in three cities:  

In Grenoble in partnership with the e-bookseller Feedbooks (and De Marque as a technical 
service provider) 
In Montpellier in partnership with the bookseller Sauramps (Archimed) 
In Aulnay-sous-Bois in partnership with the bookseller Le Divan (Archimed) 

-  
- Files are stored on e-suppliers’ platform. A new url is transmitted to the library for each new 

lending. 
- Files have DRM protection applied by the Adobe CS4 Content Server Package 

 
 

L’HARMATEQUE 



 
Project group: L’Harmattan Group Imprints (L’Harmattan, SPM, Odin, Academia, Téraèdre,…). Project 
aimed at public and educational libraries, plus academic , French institutes and any institutional library. 
Digitisation of books included.  
 
Lending practicalities: Loan or purchase. Simultaneous multi-user, unlimited access, online download, 
online streaming, on-site download. 1 year loan. Adobe DRM (ACS4) is the protection measure in place. 
Usage tracking is done thanks to statistics with IP identification.  
 
Payment method: No free access at all. Subscription or purchase 
 
Other information:  

- Start date: 2010, a website was specifically developed 
- Covers: e-books (In copyright: commercially available), e-journals (In copyright: commercially 

available), audio-books (In copyright: commercially available) and VOD in copyright.  
- Covers material from a specific time period 1975 – 2014 
- 35.000 titles, 100 journals, 500 VOD, 600 audiobooks 
- All categories of work are covered 
- All nationalities are involved, but mostly French-speaking content  
- Files stored on their own servers 

 

Nouveau Monde 

 
Project group: Sponsored by Numérique Premium. Project group consists in publishers and aggregator. 
Project aimed at public and educational libraries. The project includes digitisation of books. A website was 
developed specifically for this project.  
Lending practicalities: 2 months of free trial at most. Unlimited access and online streaming. PDF final 
format. Annual loan and one-off purchase. One year loan, can be prorated 
Payment method: Wire transfer against invoice 
Other information: 

- Started the 20th September 2013 
- 1000 titles available to date, 1500 titles available in June (2014) 
- Covers only e-books (In copyright: commercially available and out of commerce, orphan) 
- Covers only academic works, non-fiction and scientific works 
- No protection measures in place, no DRM 
- Files are stored in a technical partner’s database and metastore 
- Usage is tracked by COUNTER 4 usage statistics 
- Printing and copying limits are set to 15% 
- Formal evaluation included in the project: All potential users, individual or collective feedback 

survey 
 
 
  



GERMANY  
 

Divibib 

Project group: Private company aggregates publisher offers and libraries sign up. 

Lending Practicalities: only on your device, no copy, no print, no transfer to another device. Different 
packages for libraries, can be one use per e-book or multiple simultaneous downloads (XL Licence). 
Duration of loan and number of titles that can be downloaded is set by the libraries. 
Payment model: Lending is based on licenses granted by publishers. DiViBib GmbH get licences from 
publishers at normal retail price. The library pays for the use of the same amount as for a printed book. 
Other information: 

- Offers libraries the possibility to “open a branch online”.   
- Libraries have joined forces into ‘regional networks’ to participate 
- March 2012 had 400 libraries participating, of which 350 were German. The platform is also 

present in Austria, Switzerland and Italy and is due to launch in Norway. 
- In 2007 ; titles, in 2009; 30,000 titles, in 2011; more than 20,000 different media in the stock of 

DiViBib. In June 2012, the eLibrary quantified their offer themselves to "more than 40,000 

content". 

- Download only in ePub or PDF 
 
Public Library Online (UK service launched by Bloomsbury) is also available in Germany. 
 
  



ITALY 
 

Media Library Online 

 
Project group: A private company, Horizons Unlimited (a company based in Bologna), coming from the 
publishing world, has proposed a platform to the libraries, named MLOL - Media Library Online 
(www.medialibrary.it: the site has an English version). MLOL is an e-lending aggregator and a digital 
content marketplace owned and managed by Horizons Unlimited. It includes all types of digital content 
(ebooks, audiobooks, movies, music, newspapers and magazines, e-learning, etc.) 
Lending Practicalities: Each publisher/distributor can propose and test its own e-lending model in the 
library market. Essentially, users can access the e-book in a “ing only” model, and there is a limitation in 
the number of concurrent users for the same book and a number of loans per year. They can also 
download for 14 days onto their computer or mobile device.  
E-books lending model:  
One copy/one user (archival copy, 60 download/copy, Adobe DRM or Watermark) 
Pay per view 
Subscription (streaming + download) 
Payment model: Many Italian librarians joined MLOL and acquired licenses from publishers 
Other information: 

- Created in March 2009 it immediately aggregated about 400 libraries in 3 regions. At the 
beginning of 2010 it has more than doubled its members with about 1.000 libraries in 4 regions 
and a potential audience of 8,5 million people.  

- Present in 15 Italian regions and four foreign countries (Australia, Japan, Slovenia, Switzerland) 
for a total amount of 3.000 libraries 

- 290.000 registered users 
- 25.000 Italian e-books 
- 250 Italian publishers on MLOL 
- Plarform fee includes: personalized front end, Help Desk, CMS, statistics tools, API for OPAC 

integration, SSO, communication toolkit, metadata of public domain contents, etc.  
- Network services: Digital Interlibrary Loan, consortium management, etc.  
- MLOL is a network of 3.000 libraries and around the world 
- Covers the entire spectrum of digital contents that may be of interest for non-academic and 

non-specialized libraries in Italy. It will also host the first experience ever with commercial e-
books within public libraries in Italy.  

- Over 30,000 open access e-books selected from digitization projects like Internet Archive, 
Progetto Gutenberg, Liber Liber, Logos Library and many others 

- Around 7,500 e-books in streaming format from the catalogues of countless Italian publishing 
companies: Morellini, Liguori, Sossella, Laterza, Guaraldi, Il Saggiatore, to name just a few. 

- The digital catalogues of Feltrinelli, Garzanti, Rizzoli, Longanesi, Guanda, Adelphi, Bompiani, 
Fazi, minimum fax, Codice, ISBN, Iperborea, Il Saggiatore, 40K and many others, which you can 
download easily and legally. Depending on the publisher, e-books for download may be 
protected by Adobe DRM or by Social DRM (for further explanation, see FOCUS: E-book 
Download). 

 
 

http://www.medialibrary.it/help/GuidaEN.aspx#id.c9ces2yezo3v
http://www.medialibrary.it/help/GuidaEN.aspx#id.c9ces2yezo3v


Casalini 

Project group: Private 
Lending practicalities: unknown 
Payment model: unknown 
Other information: 
Casalini, which sells books since decades has started also an offer for public libraries (academic and non-
fiction). 
 
  



NETHERLANDS 
 
80.000 available paper books vs. +/- 22.000 (general books) e-books available 
Growth of 800 to 1000 titles a month 
Market share of 4% 
Average retail price of 10 euros vs. 12,50 euros for a paper book 
E-lending is not covered by the current public lending right in the Dutch Copyright Act. => Court case 
trying to get e-books covered under public lending rights. New library law (from 2015) makes it clear who 
is responsible for e-books in libraries 
Planned budget of 15 million euros in 2015 for ‘temporary access’ to e-books 
January 2014, e-books are divided into three categories: Head (less than 1 year), Shoulder (1-3 years) and 
Tail (older than 3 years). Only shoulder and tail are meant to be started with 
Libraries pay publishers per ‘lending’, in general more than the regular lending fee for a paper book. No 
general agreements but individual 
 

Bibliotheek.nl (BNL) 

Project group: Developed and maintained by Foundation Bibliotheek.nl. 
Lending Practicalities: E-books can be downloaded onto tablet, PC etc with an app. With a library card 
users can also stream online. Books on the VakantieBieb app are available to everyone with or without a 
library card.  
Payment model: free (but only out of copyright) 
Other information: 
- Founded in 2009 to develop digital services for libraries 
- Works together with libraries and the Royal library 
- Created a website infrastructure which local libraries can use (with a limited local look and feel and some 
local content) 
- January 2014: All the big publishing houses have made (individual) license deals with BNL 
- 200 titles, hoping to be 500 by the end of 2013 
- Epub or pdf format 
 

[Unnamed project] 

Project group: Dutch Libraries Association reached an agreement with individual publishers (on individual 
bases) regarding lending e-books to their members.  
Lending Practicalities: one loan per copy simultaneously 
Payment model: Libraries pay a (modest) advance and a ‘royalty’ per download. Exact figures but it will be 
higher than the fee they pay for a physical book (about 11 cents per loan). Exact amounts are negotiated 
with individual publishers. 
Other information: 

- Mainly books older than three years, one lending per copy simultaneously.  
- The project will last until January 1st 2015.  
- Currently an experiment. Publishers might also face the interesting problem that an author in 

general gets about 25% on net receipts from an e-book (suppose the e-book is 10 euro’s it will 



come after Tax (21%) and retailer discount (30% or so) an author gets about 1,45 per 
download) but when it comes to the split author / publisher from public lending fees it comes 
down to 70 / 30 (in favor of the author). 

- By the end of the year, libraries are aiming for about 2,000 available e-books, all of them at 
least one year old. Of course more e-books are available in the public domain.  

 
  



NORWAY 

 

Biblioteksentralen (BS) 

Project group: libraries 
Lending Practicalities: 1 licence = 1 loan at a time. Loans for 21 days. 
    Test period: end of 2015  
Payment model: Same price as private market, 15% lower than print market, including 25% VAT. 
Other information: 

- licence period for at least 3 years, until 2015 (you don’t need to buy a new e-book, doesn’t get 
damage): 

- Adult fiction and science, Children’s literature, E-audiobooks 
- Have all the bibliographic info and users can look at the ten first pages. 
- If an e-book is already on loan, when it’s free you get an SMS or an email 
- 24 municipalities. 
- Library card and pin-code needed. Accessible to people living across border with foreign IP.  
- The BS Webloan: For all type of e-media, connection with local library system, development 

 
  



POLAND 
 

ibuk.pl  

 
Project group: Private e-book retailer 
Lending Practicalities: subscription, 6 months, 50 titles. 
Payment  model: can buy or borrow. Borrowing can be for a day, week, month or semester (5 months). 
For academic books there is a model called a iBUK Plus; students can keep a personal bookshelf without 
having to download (they can also select offline access), they can read 15 books independently per 
semester and print 5, 10, 15, or 20% of the pages depending on their purchase options. There is no time 
limit (but the semester runs for 5 months). 
Other information: 

- Offers primarily academic books but has also added trade titles.  
- May have adobe DRM protection 

 
PWN e-book.pl (Liv; I can’t find anything about your statement below on the website, it looks like a normal 
pay per e-book model to me) 
  New business model inspired by “Netflix” for academic (students get, for a 25 euros fee for 6 months, 
50 titles of their choice, including a trade offer).  
 
- ePub, Mobi or pdf, can be read on ereader, tablet or smartphone 
 
  



SPAIN 
 

Libranda  

Project group: Company owned by 7 Spanish publishers : Planeta, Random House Mondadori, Santillana, 
Roca Editorial, Grup62, SM et Wolters Kluwer. Has agreements with 140 publishing houses. 
Lending Practicalities: Traditional download (using Adobe DRM) or reading from the cloud using DRM of 
Libranda. Every library has a ‘shelf’ which can also contain books from publishers that do not have 
agreements with Librada. 
Payment model: - 
Other information: 
- Some publishers didn’t want to join because the remuneration conditions are not satisfactory 
 

OdiloTK  

Project group: Spanish company, Biblio 3000 
Lending Practicalities: Content is actually bought elsewhere but stored on the platform; OdiloTK allows 
libraries to manage their loans. Access through downloads or streaming. Duration of loan depends on the 
title, but generally 21 days. 
Payment model: - 
Other information: - 
 

XeBook 

Project group: Technical platform 
Lending Practicalities: ePub or PDF, DRM protected (Adobe), accessible at any time from a PD, 
smartphone or ereader. Simultaneous access possible, depending on the licence. 
Payment model: - 
Other information: 

- Open code platform with possibilities for social interaction 
- can add content from Google Books, Amazon, etc 
-  Works with library management system KOHA 
- Libraries can choose to subscribe to the service or install it on their servers 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SWEDEN  
 

eLib 

Project group: Private : Scandinavia’s leading producer and distributor of downloadable and rentable e-
books. Owners: Bonnierförlagen, Piratförlaget, Natur & Kultur och Norstedts Förlagsgrupp 
Lending Practicalities: Library users can access e-books and audio books from any remote location, not 
only from the premises of the library, upon identification. E-books and audio books are loaned on an 
individual basis, with a time limit like printed books. Audio books are made available in streaming, and are 
accessed through a login that expires after 28 days. E-books are made available via download; files have a 
“timer” that only allows opening the book for 28 days after the loan. Titles can be borrowed again after 
the expiring, and the library pays another fee. 
Payment model: A pay-per-loan model was desired to keep costs down. Access to the entire catalogue for 
no fee. Publishers place their books in different lending models with free and flexible pricing. This 
generates incentives for cooperation and dialogue. 
Primary models:  

- Access model: old model. Free access to titles, pay-per-loan, simultaneous users 
- License model: “virtual copies”, pre-paid, one user 

 In the libraries model, libraries pay the annual fee and have access to the entire collection of eLib. 
Subsequently, they pay around 2 € for each loan they make to their users, no limits on simultaneous 
loans; of those, eLib forwards 1 € to the publisher of the book, which in turn pays royalties to the author. 

This model was created after consultation with libraries on feasible prices and other details; it applies 
mainly to public libraries, since university libraries prefer to operate on a subscription basis to bundles of 
journals and monographs or entire collections. Libraries can limit access of their users to only part of the 
eLib catalogue, according to their policies; they can also limit the total number of loans, especially for 
budget reasons. Swedish libraries have a special budget for this kind of initiatives and they tend to stick to 
it. eLib also serves libraries in other Scandinavian countries. Backlist and shorter stories cheaper than 
fronlist, no need of blocking frontlist. 
Better budget control. Libraries pay only for the books they want, frictions and limits range from title-to-
title to general dynamic filters, unit license model allows further possibilities to control costs  
Other information: 

- Founded in 2000, due to the approach of two public libraries 
- Full services for digital publishing: production, distribution, sales reporting and invoicing, 

copyright protection 
- 15 employees, 6,9 M euros annual revenue, 300 public libraries 
- 1,4 million loans in 2013 
- Elib is run without any required return, and any yield is re-invested in the business 
- Libraries freely choose their catalogue from the available titles 
- Continuous management of catalogue and costs via Elib’s administration interface with smart 

and dynamic filters. 
- DRM systems are used, in different solutions (Adobe, Microsoft, Mobipocket), especially for e-

books;  
- Audio books are in general digitally watermarked, i.e. some additional information is added to 

the mp3 files to make them recognisable and traceable.  
- The intention for the future is to try and adopt watermark solutions for PDF books as well, 

since DRM systems are not extremely user-friendly.Our own online reader allows users to read 
their books directly in all major browsers 

- No need for Adobe Digital Editions or other hard proprietary DRM systems 



- This system is criticised by both sides. The libraries find the current system too expensive, while 
the publishers are not earning any money at all from libraries sales. The commercial market is 
very small and undeveloped, while sales to libraries are quite big (90%) and the 2€ fee per book 
is too small. As a result, the overall market of e-books is stagnating at 1% of the publishing 
market. However the discussions between the Swedish PA and the Swedish Library Association 
held for a year did not reach a solution. Some Swedish publishers are now negotiating with 
three libraries so as to find a solution to the issue of payment and the possible delay before 
having access to the e-book. 

Notes: 
- Development of administration interface for the libraries catalogues is in the final stage 
- Migration information and agreement templates have been sent to all libraries 
- Old model will be shut down  in the fall of 2014 

 
  



United Kingdom  
 
General: 
Library lending under the Public Lending Right Scheme in the UK was extended to e-books (and audio-
books) under the Digital Economy Act (DEA) 2010, but it has not yet (in the current spending cuts) been 
implemented (no payment to authors), and it may be some time before it ever is. If and when it is, lending 
is permitted only on library premises under the supervision of librarians, with a specific ban on any off-site 
downloads. E-loans must not exceed the number of physical copies on the library’s shelves.  
 
Despite the lack of progress on follow up legislation after the DEA to “legalise” e-lending, a great many 
libraries are already offering e-lending services with the full support of publishers. Commercial companies 
are jumping in and do digital lending. Vodafone after games and music sees a natural step to offer books. 
 
E-book collections are now available from all major academic publishers including Cambridge University 
Press, Elsevier, Oxford University Press, Palgrave, SAGE, Taylor & Francis, Springer, and Wiley-Blackwell, as 
well as from some of the other sectors. 
 
There has also been a growth in aggregator services that provide a single interface and point of access to 
e-books from a wide range of different publishers. E-book aggregators currently supplying the UK 
academic market include Dawson, EBL (e-bookLibrary), ebrary, MyiLibrary, and NetLibrary. 
 
 

Public Library Online 

Project group: Launched by Bloomsbury. The project is sponsored by Google and run by Public Library 
Online. 
Lending Practicalities: As of January 2012, public libraries across the UK will be able to offer their 
members digital editions of books on ‘virtual bookshelves’ accessible on library terminals and online. The 
two shelves on offer are The Arden Shakespeare, with 10 plays that are on the GCSE National Curriculum 
and Our Environment, with 10 books including The Hot Topic by Gabrielle Walker and Sir David King.  
Payment model: Public Library Online is a subscription service for libraries, allowing them to give their 
users online access to books. 
Other information: 

- It offers themed digital bookshelves of children’s, teen, adult fiction and non-fiction bestsellers 
from a range of publishers including Allen & Unwin, Alma Books, Bloomsbury, Canongate, 
Faber, Macmillan Education, Mercier Press, Oneworld Classics, Quercus and Verve. The service 
is built on the goal shared by publishers and libraries to support reading and literacy through 
public libraries. 

- Libraries will be able to join the programme throughout January 2012, with the shelves being 
made available through February 2013. Libraries that already have these shelves through the 
Public Library Online service will be able to pick from a range of alternate digital shelves. 

 
 
 

 



Ebrary 

Project group: Aggregator service 
Lending Practicalities: Offers libraries access to e-books on a commercial basis according to the two most 
common models: ownership and subscription. The company offers flexible options for purchasing 
individual e-books in perpetuity: libraries may hand pick individual e-books and choose an access model 
for each title. While libraries own and control their purchased titles, they are hosted and maintained by 
ebrary. 

Libraries can purchase single-user access to titles or simultaneous multi-user access. There is no 
check-out period: if an e-book is available, a patron can instantly access it. If it is in use, a patron is 
notified with an instant message and placed into a queue, where they are alerted immediately when it 
becomes available. There are no document downloads: e-books are delivered to a patron online, page-
by-page with the ebrary Reader. 

Ebrary offers a number of pre-selected subscription databases of thousands of titles for academic 
and public libraries and corporations. All of the subscription databases are available under a simultaneous, 
multi-user access model and continue to grow at no additional cost. 
Payment model: Single user access is sold based on the list price of the e-book; or simultaneous, multi-
user access titles that are sold at 150% of the list price of the e-book. 
Other information: 

- Ebrary offers more than 100,400 titles for purchase from over 350 leading publishers, including 
Oxford University Press, Cambridge University Press, Taylor & Francis, Harvard University Press, 
Yale University Press, Palgrave, and many others. Documents submitted into the ebrary 
platform can be cross-referenced and are full-text searchable. Purchased e-books are delivered 
via the ebrary platform. 

 

Overdrive 

Project group: Overdrive is leader in providing a library platform through a “virtual branch” to a network 
of 18,000 worldwide. Overdrive creates a custom website to match libraries website. 
Lending Practicalities: The library chooses its collection and its lending period and pays a licence fee 
accordingly. Overdrive is fitted to both large and small libraries and also schools. 
Payment model: Depends on collection and lending period 
Other information: 

- It has more than 300 000 titles and is compatible with all leading devices.  


